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aeons) thus became interposed between him
and the creator of the material universe, called
the Derniurge, or god of the QT. The term is
also used by the medieval mystics of those
states of mind which were like ladders of
ascent to God. Such graduated scales of vir
tues were the products of imagination.

RICHARD E. HIGGINSON

ELKESAITES. A syncretistic sect of early
Jewish Christianity which flourished east of
the Dead Sea from about the beginning of the
second century and contributed to the origin
of Islam. The derivation of the name is in
doubt. Perhaps the Greek clehasai is derived
from the Aramaic ~el k~se, hidden power, re
ferring to the Holy Spirit. A secret book wi'·rir+~~::::f.::::r-;;:,-;;-:::'":::i:'r::-:::-;:~;""'l:::-;-::-:;:t':=:::-;:';::-<,:

the sallie (:reek title, reputed III havc hccn

hroughl ,1"\\,11 from heaven hy 'III augcl, allli
central Iu the system, was kuuwu lu Origeu
and Hippolytus,

The Elkesaites took their rise from the
Ebionites, and, theosophical as they were, are
considered by some as a class of that Jewish
sect. Among their practices were Jewish legal- ...~!'!":"~
ism and circumcision, two Christian baptisms,
the Lord's supper observed with bread and
salt, and pagan ablutions and astrology (q.v.).
Christ was viewed as a mere man and the
Holy Spirit as female. Basically Gnostic, EI
kesaism formed the basis of the Pseudo-Cle
mentine system, which spread even to Rome.

DONALD G. DAVIS

EMANATION. Derived from Latin, mean
ing to flow out, this is a common term in
Gnosticism (second century A.D.). It there
plays an important part in the attempted solu
tion of the problem of evil. The material world
was considered evil in itself. The Supreme
Being had to be separated from such a degrad
ing connection. A series of emanations (or

pharisaic teaching was that before the advent
of the Messiah "Elijah must first come" (Mark
9: 11). Indeed Jesus announced that John the
Baptist was the .fulfilment of this prophecy
(Matt. 11:7-15). Throughout the rabbinic lit
erature Elijah is expected to reappear' in the
last days to deal with all those legal problems
and difficulties which Israel had been unable
to solve through the years. The common phrase
is "until Elijah comes" (cf. blvlenahoth 63a;
bBekhoroth 24a; mEduyoth 8:7; I Mace. 4:41
47; 14:41). It is possible that one of the Dead
Sea Scrolls also reflects this tradition (1 QS
'9: II)". A final aspect of Elijah's preparatory
role was at the transfiguration when Moses
and he, representing the law and the prophets,
appeared with Jesus to symbolize their fulfil
ment in him (Matt. 17:3; Mark 9:4).
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